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Some definitions!
A crypto asset is an intangible digital asset whose issuance, sale or transfer are
secured by cryptography and shared electronically via a distributed ledger.
A distributed ledger (blockchain) is a database of issuance and transaction records.

Each crypto asset has its own blockchain supported by its own network of nodes.

An intangible digital asset, but not a
liability!
A crypto asset is an intangible digital asset as it is
without physical substance (intangible),
but is digitally-identifiable (digital)
and held in expectation of future economic benefits (asset).
Under the current standards, a crypto asset does not meet the definition of either cash
or a financial instrument because it does not represent a claim or contractual
relationship that results in a monetary or financial liability on any identifiable entity.

Many assets!

Many features, protocols and uses!

Only a few will be adopted!
Successful adoption of crypto assets hinges on network effects.
Varian (2017): “ [A] good exhibits network effects if the value to a new user from
adopting the good is increasing in the number of users who have already adopted it.
This generates a positive feedback loop: the more users who adopt the good, the more
valuable it becomes to potential adopters. This positive feedback loop also works in
reverse: if adoption fails to reach a critical mass of users, the good or service may fall
into a “death spiral” and ultimately disappear.”
The majority of crypto assets will become worthless.
Some could end up being adopted widely enough to ensure
their survival.

Benedetti, H., & Kostovetsky, L. (2018). Digital tulips?
Returns to investors in initial coin offerings.

A very small number of them could become preferred assets
to store and transfer wealth to the future.

Network effects come from demand side!
Network effects are a demand-side rather than a supply-side, transactions costs or
learning phenomena.
Varian (2017): “Network effects are due to value
increasing with the number of units sold, while
increasing returns to scale have to do with the
cost declining or the quality improving with the
number of units produced.”
Buterin (2014): “Network effects are actually split
up into several categories: blockchain-specific
network effects, platform-specific network
effects, currency-specific network effects, and
general network effects.”

Questions!
How are investors going to be making selection decisions over many available crypto assets?
Possibilities: A. Same as over the existing (not digitally-native) assets –
stocks, bonds, derivatives, commodities.
B. Differently.
Which features of these intangible digital assets would drive investment (demand) choices?
Possibilities: A. Same as for the existing (not digitally-native) assets,
e.g., correlation with future consumption.
B. Plus or only digitally-native asset features.
Which types of (supplied) assets will survive and which will go extinct?
Possibilities: A. Same as for the existing (not digitally-native) assets, e.g., how well
is an investment governed.
B. Plus or only digitally-native governance features.

Our framework: Supply of crypto assets!
We propose a unifying framework
where crypto assets can be classified
according to two main intrinsic
features:
Security: technological vulnerability to
risks of fraud, manipulation, abuse,
and attack.
Stability: vulnerability to risks related
to potentially faulty governance.
Security is a cross-sectional attribute of a crypto asset.
It reflects its ability to retain value relative to other crypto assets at a point in time.
Stability is a time series attribute of a crypto asset that reflects its ability to retain value across time for
a given level of security.
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Our framework: Demand for crypto assets!
The demand for and adoption of crypto assets is inherently different from that of
standard financial assets due to low frictions.
We assume that investors “interact” with crypto assets over a digital platform: the
crypto app.
The crypto app:
Stores info about available crypto assets.
Collects data about users’ adoption preferences and the global market
state.
Provides investors-specific recommendations.
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Expected returns and adoption!
Expected Return!

Simulations!

Prob. of not being adopted!

Expected Return!

Expected returns and adoption
dynamics!

Prob. of not being adopted!

Changing investors’ preferences!
Probability distribution of the
average adoption per asset class

High
adoption

Low
adoption

Changes in the ecosystem!
A different composition of the crypto-ecosystem (e.g. number of assets per class) may affect
investment decisions.
We can show that changes in the composition of the crypto-market can be rebalanced by modifying
the investors’ β parameters.

Heterogeneous investors!
Introducing misaligned investors with opposite strategies determines a non-trivial behaviour in the
system together with the emergence of new stable configurations, but may also destabilise the
system.
Heterogeneous!
Homogeneous!

Summary!
Investors interact with crypto assets over a crypto app providing optimal
adoption recommendations.
We characterise the dynamics of crypto assets adoption and observe the
emergence of multiple stable configurations.
The composition of the ecosystem affects investors’ decisions and final optimal
configurations.
Heterogeneous investors: disseminating contrasting views, which may affect
investors’ opinions on the assets and the associated risks, may destabilise the
ecosystem.

Thank you!!
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